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Abstract

Information and Structure — A Case Study: The Battle of Second Manassas by Major George B. Hull, USA, 62 pages.

This paper explores the impact that an army’s structure has on its ability to process information and achieve victory on the battlefield. It discusses the following questions. What is information and how is it related to organizations? How does organization structure facilitate or obstruct the flow of information? How does organizational structure affect the ability of the senior leader to make correct decisions? To explore these issues further, they are considered in the context of the American Civil War Campaign of Second Manassas.

Information is a critical organizational resource. Information is a collection of data which has content, meaning and purpose. Organizational structure affects the flow of information within the organization. Organizational structure designates reporting relationships, managerial hierarchy, and the span of control of managers and supervisors. The structure forms the conduits of communication, coordination, and integration of effort among the organization’s departments.

Communications is the organizational nervous system through which information is transmitted and shared. An organization’s structure affects its communications environment. Information may be interpreted, filtered, held, changed, consolidated, delayed or blocked at each level of managerial hierarchy or when moving laterally between organizational sub-units. Information may also be misinterpreted or corrupted by mismatched mental models between the sender and receiver of the information.

The effects of organizational structure on information flow are examined in the context of the American Civil War Battle of Second Manassas. In August 1862, General John Pope’s Army of Virginia opposed General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia in Western Virginia. During this battle both armies employed a similar hierarchical structure, though they differed with respect to the way their cavalry was organized. In Lee’s army the cavalry was centralized under Major General Jeb Stuart who reported directly to Lee. The cavalry in Pope’s army was subordinated to three separate corps commanders. Pope did not have direct control over his cavalry.

The structure of armies can influence the outcomes of battles. Pope’s experience during the Battle of Second Manassas shows organizational structure does affect information flow. Pope failed to receive key information on several occasions and received it many hours late in other instances. His army possessed information he needed but it was blocked at organizational boundaries. Lee had direct control of his cavalry. There was no intermediaries to block information flow. Lee had a correct view of the battle and at the decisive time committed Longstreet’s command into the Union flank to win the battle.

This paper concludes that a commander’s ability to accomplish his mission is influenced by the structure of his organization. Structure defines the organization’s communications pathways. It determines the amount of hierarchy, the amount of sub-unit compartmentalization, and the span of control of the organization’s leaders. Structure determines an organization’s communications environment. Each of these elements affects information flow within the organization, and thus directly affects the commander’s ability to correctly visualize the decisive point on the battlefield to achieve victory.
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Introduction

"The teams and staff through which the modern commander absorbs information and exercises his authority must be a beautifully interlocked, smooth-working mechanism. Ideally, the whole should be practically a single mind." — General Dwight D. Eisenhower

War is the ultimate contest between nations. It pits the creative and organizational skills of one society against another. Despite today’s fascination with machines and technology, war remains a battle between rival armies each intent on containing or destroying the other. In most wars, armies fight with roughly equivalent capabilities in technology and weapons. Success in battle often goes to the army that is best organized structurally to acquire and process information and then act decisively on it to gain a competitive advantage on the battlefield.

Armies gain that competitive advantage by massing combat power at the decisive point on the battlefield. To do this the commander must first identify the decisive point, then identify the decisive time, and finally select and arrange the necessary combat forces on the battlefield to generate combat power. All of these activities require information. This information is time sensitive and its usefulness degrades quickly as it ages. To be successful an army must acquire, process, identify and transmit the right information to the correct commanders and staff officers to enable them to make the decisions that bring victory.

The commander’s need for information has influenced the structural evolution of armies. Classical and dynastic field armies were small and their battlefields compact. This kept their organizational requirements modest. The army’s commander could usually see and directly control the forces under his command using aides to convey messages to his
subordinate commanders. Weapons were still relatively simple with limited ranges and slow rates of fire. Thus, at Leuthen on December 5, 1757, Frederick the Great could personally command a force of 35,000 Prussians in combat with the Austrians. Riding about the battlefield on his horse, Frederick was able to personally acquire the information he needed to make decisions and control his army. The resulting victory has been called Frederick the Great’s finest.²

However, in the late 1700’s the confluence of changes in society, politics, economics, technology, military organization and doctrine changed armies. In response to the changes, the foundations of the modern military hierarchical structure evolved. In the early 1800’s, Napoleon demonstrated the decisive use of large field armies in coordinated, distributed maneuver carrying out the earliest operational campaigns. By the mid-1800’s, the fruits of the industrial revolution allowed ever larger armies to be equipped, sustained and moved by rail during campaigns. The telegraph allowed efficient coordination of the operations of independent field armies as they executed campaigns. Advances in weapons technology, such as rifled muskets, breech-loading rifles, and repeating rifles increased lethality and forced armies to disperse on the battlefield. Commanders of large field armies could no longer personally see or control their forces on the battlefield. Thus, by 1864 in the American Civil War, General Grant was overseeing the operations of five Union Armies operating over vast distances in a coordinated campaign designed to break the Confederacy and force its surrender.

Over the past two hundred years the battlefield has grown in space, time and complexity. As it has done so, the information needs of commanders have grown apace. Fifty years of effort to produce automated information systems to enhance the ability to
acquire, process, identify and transmit the right information to the correct commanders and staff have produced mixed results. Some would say that despite the tremendous investment in automated command and control systems, today’s armies are no more capable of dealing with the information needed for command than their predecessors of the eighteenth century.  

Could it be that in the attempts to find a technological solution, armies have overlooked more fundamental relationships?

The success or failure of an army in war is often attributed to the commander’s particular personal qualities or those of his key leaders. But as Peter Senge explains in The Fifth Discipline, the structure of the system influences behavior within the system. Senge asserts that different people in the same system structure tend to produce qualitatively similar results.  

Robert M. Epstein in examining the evolution of the army corps in the American Civil War argues that the reason armies succeed or fail on the battlefield is influenced by the structure of the armies. He observes that “the structure of field formations can determine whether information is passed quickly enough, units are moved fast enough, [or] combat power used with adequate effect.”

This paper will explore the impact that an army’s structure has on its ability to process information and achieve victory on the battlefield. What is information and how is it related to organizations? How does organization structure facilitate or obstruct the flow of information? How does organizational structure affect the ability of the senior leader to make correct decisions?

To explore these issues further, they will be considered in the context of the American Civil War Campaign of Second Manassas. It might seem that few lessons for today could be derived from such a study. However, today’s military organizations still
reflect the hierarchical structure of military organizations that evolved in the nineteenth century. The nineteenth century saw the development of divisions, corps and field armies. Likewise, the fundamental combat branches of infantry, cavalry, artillery, and engineers were all well established. In the hundred and thirty years since the American Civil War, advancing technology has changed many things in warfare. But it has not changed the method of organizing armies in a hierarchical structure that facilitates the flow of information to a commander and enables him to command and control widely dispersed formations. Technology may compress the time in which information flows today, but that information is still subject to the influences of the same organizational friction seen in the Civil War.

The Duke of Wellington once observed that "the whole art of war consists in getting at what lies on the other side of the hill..." This quest for information is one of the principal activities of war and a prime occupation of all commanders. The structure of an army has a great impact on how well it obtains and processes battlefield information. The army that can discover the enemy's intentions quickly, get that information back to its commander so that he can formulate and issue orders, and then act on those orders will have a notable edge in battle. In short, the side with better command, control and intelligence enjoys a significant competitive advantage in war.

Information — The Foundation of Organizational Intelligence

Information is a critical organizational resource; it is the lifeblood of organizations. On the battlefield it provides leverage. The commander constantly seeks it to provide himself with options. The quest for information is as old as war itself. Twenty-five
hundred years ago Sun Tzu advised his readers of the efficacy of sending spies ahead of an army to gather information. Modern armies devote many resources to acquiring, processing, and transmitting information concerning both the status of their own forces and those of the enemy. Observers of military failure often attribute the cause to intelligence failures, or put another way, the failure to acquire or use information that might have been available. But what exactly is information? How is information different from data or knowledge?

Information is a complex abstraction which in general usage can mean many different things. Organizations often treat information as a concrete, stable thing that must be managed. In this view, information is a commodity which must be communicated within an organization. The organization's focus becomes information storage, retrieval and transmission. This view understates the real, dynamic nature of information. Information has content, meaning and purpose. Many times, information has time value and becomes less useful with age. Because information is dynamic, it will be useful to different people in an organization at different times. The American Heritage Dictionary serves as a useful starting point to explore the meanings of this abstract concept. It defines information as:

1. Knowledge derived from study, experience, or instruction.
2. Knowledge of a specific event or situation; intelligence.
3. A collection of facts or data: statistical information.
4. The act of informing or the condition of being informed; communication of knowledge. 

The dictionary defines information in terms of data and knowledge but fails to explain their relationship.
Data, information and knowledge are different facets of the same complex structure. They are interrelated concepts that may be understood in either a personal or organizational context. One might view data, information and knowledge as forming a continuous, hierarchical relationship that leads to intelligence (Figure 1). The boundaries in this hierarchy are fuzzy and depend on one's point of view. In such a hierarchy, data are basic facts and figures. Information is a collection of organized data. It is data that has been given structure through analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Viewed another way, information resolves ambiguity. Information is the building material of knowledge. Knowledge is information put to use in a personal or organizational context. Information becomes knowledge when it is internalized and placed in the framework of previous information and experience. Anytime new information is combined with previously known information, new combinations may be understood and new insights gained.

Figure 1 - Information: A Renewable Resource
The ability to perceive combinations of information which lead to insights and subsequently to further combinations of information is one measure of intelligence. Intelligence\(^{10}\) is the ability to receive information, interpret it according to internal structures, then combine it in an infinite variety of ways with knowledge to generate a variety of actions.\(^{11}\) Intelligence is a function of several things: the total number and variety of connections within and external to a system, communications operating freely within the system, guidance by patterns not detailed control, and a system which is a balance of reliability, randomness and flexibility which allows changes in the system.\(^{12}\)

Intelligence is the foundation of learning, adaptation and ultimately survival. It is a characteristic of organizations as well as people. An organization gathers data, transforms it into information and knowledge, and then acts on the knowledge it has generated. Knowledge and intelligence within an organization are greater than the sum of knowledge and intelligence of the organization’s individual members. Organizational intelligence is a characteristic which emerges from the numerous interactions of the organization’s individual members. It is intelligence which gives information its dynamic self-generating nature. Organizational intelligence enables organizations to make use of information to generate new knowledge, learn, adapt to complex environments, and ultimately to survive as an organization. Organizational structure directly affects organizational intelligence as it affects the communication of information among the members of the organization — the source of the organization’s intelligence.
Organizational Structure and Communications

Communications is the organizational nervous system through which information is transmitted and shared. Communications is a process that transfers data or information (Figure 2). The process involves a sender or source of information, an encoding of that information for transmission through a communications channel, then decoding of the information, reception of the information by a receiver and finally feedback to the source that the information has been received. At any point, the communications process may be corrupted or interrupted. The communications process can be affected by differing perceptions and understandings between the sender and the receiver, as well as, by the organizational structure that forms the pathways of communication among an organization’s individuals and departments.

Individuals perceive and understand their world differently. Each individual’s unique education, experiences, and cultural background interact to form mental models. Mental models are fundamental assumptions, generalizations and mental images that determine how someone understands and reacts to his world. An individual uses mental models to simplify his world and preprocess information for quicker understanding and action. Often they exist below the level of awareness. Mental models may be personal or
they may be shared within an organization or part of an organization. Individuals interpret information through the lens of their mental models and therefore, if the models are different will have a different understanding of the information. Mental models fundamentally affect the communications process, for without shared mental models the message will be corrupted.\textsuperscript{15}

Organizational structure can facilitate or obstruct the communications process. Organizational structure includes aspects, such as levels of managerial hierarchy, departmental boundaries, formal reporting relationships, span of control, and communication and coordination. The organization's structure establishes its communications environment.

Communications between members within an organizational structure fall between two theoretical opposites (\textit{Figure 3}). In the first case, the pure network, all individuals are equal and autonomous. Each person in the pure network can communicate with every other person in the network. There is no leader, nor any central authority. Organizational decisions can only be reached by consensus. A pure network provides for rapid and extensive communication of information. Since no member of the network is more than one step away from any other member, they can gather as much information as they need to make rapid assessments of their situation. The pure network makes possible flexible local control of rapid individual actions. However since each person in the network acts autonomously, it is difficult to coordinate group action.\textsuperscript{16}
Figure 3 - Pure Network vs. Pure Hierarchy

At the other extreme, is the pure hierarchy. A pure hierarchy has strictly defined lines of communication. Information travels up the chain; decisions travel down the chain. Individuals in the pure hierarchy have access to information only indirectly through defined channels. Intermediate levels slow communications within the pure hierarchy and make assessments less reliable because of filtering at each level. A pure hierarchy emphasizes control and coordinated group action. Pure hierarchies can store commands in the form of doctrine or rules to accomplish repetitive tasks. The strengths of the pure hierarchy that make possible coordinated group action also make them less flexible and less able to adapt to local conditions. Neither of these extremes are found in real organizations.\textsuperscript{17}

Real organizations are a balance of the characteristics found in hierarchies and networks. An organization must be aware of how its structure affects its communications process. The more levels of managerial hierarchy in an organization, the more likely information will be corrupted or interrupted as it flows within the organization's vertical
structure. Each hierarchical level interprets and filters information. At each level the
effects of differing mental models may lead to misunderstandings or different perceptions.
The information may be held, changed, or consolidated with other information before it is
retransmitted to the next hierarchical level. Transmitting information through numerous
hierarchical levels takes time. These effects are accentuated when an organization chooses
to impose centralized control and extensive formal procedures to guide work processes.

The division of organizations into sub-units has an effect on the communications
process similar to that of hierarchy. Organizations create sub-units to carry out specific
functional tasks or to solve span of control problems in the organization. Sub-units create
organizational boundaries across which information flows in defined ways.
Communications pathways usually follow the formal reporting relationship that the sub-
unit has within the organization's vertical structure. However, sub-units often have
information that should be shared with other parts of the organization. If the
organizational structure does not have network characteristics with formal, horizontal
linkages, cross hierarchical linkages or encourage informal linkages, then information can
only be shared by flowing upward to the level of the highest common supervisor and then
downward again. The negative effects of hierarchy will have double the impact as the
route traveled is twice as long.

In stable environments, the negative effects of managerial hierarchy, centralized
control, and departmental boundaries on the communications process may not outweigh
the efficiencies gained. The situation is altogether different in complex, unstable
environments, such as the battlefield. For an organization to adapt and survive in a
complex, unstable environment, it must be capable of solving problems and making
decisions quickly. This requirement puts a premium on the networked communications process. Organizations which function in complex, unstable environments must maximize the horizontal linkages among their sub-units, flatten their hierarchy, and decentralize control. These organizations cannot depend on the intellectual capability of one or a few senior leaders, but must develop and harness the intellectual capabilities of the entire organization.

Organizational Structure and Command

The essence of command is visualizing the battlefield and making decisions that gain a competitive advantage over the enemy by massing combat power at the decisive point and time. Command is a process that requires information in order to coordinate and integrate the actions of many units toward accomplishment of their missions. Commanders are engaged in an endless quest for information in the hope of gaining certainty about their own forces, those of the enemy, and the environment in which they must fight. This quest for certainty requires great amounts of information.

Organizational structure has great impact on how information flows within the organization. Subordinate units within a military force create boundaries which can inhibit information flow. In many cases, neither formal nor informal horizontal linkages exists between sub-units. Units which fail to share information across horizontal boundaries lessen the efficiency of the organization and could cause it to fail. As information travels through levels of military hierarchy, it may be interpreted, filtered, blocked or consolidated with other information. Information that reaches the commander may be out of date. In larger units information may be misplaced or misrouted. Even when information reaches
its intended destination, mismatched mental models may cause misunderstanding of the information.

A commander's ability to accomplish his mission is influenced by the structure of his organization. Structure defines the organization's communication pathways. It determines the amount of hierarchy, the amount of sub-unit compartmentalization, and the span of control of the organization's leaders. Structure determines an organization's communications environment. Each of these elements affect information flow within the organization, and thus directly affects the commander's ability to correctly visualize the decisive point and time on the battlefield to achieve victory.

During the Battle of Second Manassas, General Robert E. Lee realized the decisive time had arrived at 1600 on August 30, 1862. He committed Longstreet's 32,000 man Command into the Union Army's left flank. Two hours later General John Pope's Army of Virginia was forced to begin a retreat from the battlefield. Lee had been able to visualize the decisive point and time to attack and bring a twenty-two day campaign to a close successfully. How did Lee come to this point? Why did Lee have the information he needed to make the successful decision to attack, while Pope apparently had incomplete or incorrect information which led to flawed tactical decisions?

Robert E. Lee's Army of Northern Virginia and John Pope's Army of Virginia appear at first glance very similar. During this battle, both armies employed a similar hierarchical structure, though they differed in one key aspect with respect to cavalry. Though similar in some ways, their structure differed in their approach to the organizational characteristics of span of control, and communications and coordination. These differences affected information flow within each army and ultimately may have
been a contributing factor to the defeat of John Pope's Army of Virginia at Second Manassas.

**Information, Structure and the Battle of Second Manassas**

When Abraham Lincoln summoned John Pope from the Western Theater in early June 1862, he sought to unify the actions of three separate armies operating in Western Virginia. Earlier in the spring, all three armies had suffered quick, successive defeats at the hands of Stonewall Jackson during his Shenandoah Valley Campaign. John Pope assumed command of the Army of Virginia on June 26, 1862. His orders from Lincoln were to protect Washington from attack, defeat rebel forces operating under Jackson in Western Virginia and aid Major General McClellan in the capture of Richmond.

On its formation, the Army of Virginia was composed of three corps and about 41,000 men. The First Corps with 12,500 men, commanded by Major General Franz Sigel had three divisions and an independent brigade. Major General Nathaniel Banks Second Corps with 8,800 was the smallest in the army with only two divisions. Pope's most experienced commander, Major General Irvin McDowell with 20,000 men, had three divisions in his Third Corps. The Union army did not mass artillery in battalion or higher formations. [See Organizational Diagrams at Appendix B]

Sigel was appointed by Lincoln to command First Corps to encourage the support of the German community. Pope lacked full confidence in Sigel's competence. Banks was a politician, serving as Speaker of the House and Governor of Massachusetts prior to the war. Banks' appointment to command Second Corps was due to his political service. Banks, whose corps had suffered significant casualties at the Battle of Cedar Mountain on
August 9th, would spend the rest of the August guarding the Army of Virginia's baggage trains. McDowell was the only professional soldier among Pope's commanders. Pope trusted him and respected his experience. He frequently sought McDowell's counsel. McDowell became Pope's primary advisor.24

When Pope assumed command of the Army of Virginia, he found that his cavalry forces were depleted by misuse. Cavalry forces were scattered throughout subordinate commands being used as couriers, orderlies, headquarters guards and for an assortment of other tasks. On August 16th, Pope issued a general order consolidating all cavalry within each of his corps into a brigade responsible to a corps chief of cavalry.25 This order was good as far as it went. However, by placing the cavalry at corps level, Pope inserted a level of hierarchy between himself and his chief means of gaining information on his enemy's movements and activities.

McClellan's Army of the Potomac began its withdrawal from Harrison's Landing on August 15th. Over the next ten days, Pope received elements of three corps from McClellan's army, each with two divisions. These corps were commanded by Major General Samuel Heintzelman, Major General Fitz John Porter, and Major General Jesse Reno. They were smaller and less well-organized than Pope's organic corps. Reinforcements from McClellan's army lacked much of their equipment. Neither Heintzelman nor Porter had wagons or ambulances. Heintzelman had no artillery. Porter had little ammunition. None of these corps arrived with their cavalry. By August 25th, the Army of Virginia had grown to 69,000 men.26

Pope's army was newer than Lee's and needed to build the trust and understanding that leads to the ability to communicate and work together under the stress of battle. The
battlefield is a complex, unstable environment. To succeed on the battlefield, Pope’s army would need to acquire and use information efficiently and share it widely. In an uncertain environment, horizontal communications between subordinate commanders are as important as the vertical communications to the army commander. Yet, Pope’s army was an assemblage of six corps who had not worked together before as an army. During most of July 1862, after the Army’s formation, the army was spread east of the Blue Ridge along a line from Fredericksberg to Culpepper and Sperryville in separate corps areas.

Prior to the Battle of Second Manassas, they did not have the opportunity to establish the relationships that lead to informal horizontal communications channels. The army’s structure did not create formal horizontal communications channels. The three corps from the Army of the Potomac joined the Army of Virginia just days prior to the Battle of Second Manassas. They may have had some established relationships between themselves that supported horizontal communications, but certainly had little opportunity to establish them with their Army of Virginia counterparts.

Efficient vertical communications are also important to success in a rapidly changing, complex environment. This type of environment puts a premium on efficient, clearly understood communications. Leaders with a narrow span of control can better concentrate on adapting to their rapidly changing environment and then communicating clearly and efficiently. Unfortunately, Pope’s span of control encompassed six corps and was twice as large as Lee’s.

Another factor affecting strong vertical communication is shared mental models. For a commander to transmit his mental models to his subordinates so that they understand how he views military operations takes time and close contact. However,
Pope remained in Washington for the first month of command and was not accessible to the three corps commanders in the Army of Virginia. Their only opportunity for understanding Pope was through a series of messages from Washington in which he directed them to pursue various operations. They had little opportunity to gain insight into Pope’s way of thinking — his mental models. The three corps from the Army of Potomac had even less of an opportunity to understand Pope’s mental models than their Army of Virginia brethren. They joined Pope after the tempo of operations leading to the Battle of Second Manassas had increased significantly and were thrust immediately into an active role in operations.

With the forming of Pope’s 41,000 man Army of Virginia in late June, General Robert E. Lee found himself in a difficult strategic situation. Lee was positioned between two large Federal armies. McClellan’s 100,000 man Army of the Potomac, though dormant since the end of the Seven Days campaign, remained at Harrison’s Landing on the Peninsula. Pope’s Army lay between Fredricksburg and the Blue Ridge. From his position, he could threaten Virginia’s vital rail lines. If these two Federal armies were to operate in concert with one another in an attack on Richmond, or if either moved to unite with the other, Lee’s 80,000 man army might be overwhelmed and defeated. Lee had to take action to defeat Pope before McClellan’s army could join Pope in purposeful action.27

In early August, Lee noted that McClellan was withdrawing from the Peninsula. With the direct threat to Richmond removed, Lee was free to act. He quickly concentrated 56,000 men in the vicinity of Gordonsville. Lee hoped to move aggressively against Pope’s army and destroy it quickly by trapping him between the Rapidan and the Rappahannock Rivers. However, his plans were frustrated when Union cavalry captured
J.E.B. Stuart’s adjutant, Major Fitzhugh. Fitzhugh had been carrying Stuart’s copy of Lee’s orders. With Lee’s plans in hand, Pope reacted with alacrity on August 18th and, within two days, repositioned his army along the north bank of the Rappahannock above Kelly’s Ford.  

After withdrawing his army north of the Rapidan and establishing a new defensive line north of the Rappahannock River, Pope fought a very competent defensive battle. After capturing Stuart’s adjutant, Pope knew he faced Lee’s army. Pope did not want to risk a general engagement with Lee until McClellan’s reinforcements closed with his army. Lee sought to find an undefended ford, cross his army and attack the Union right. Stuart’s cavalry moved steadily upstream along the Rappahannock seeking an undefended crossing site, but found only union cavalry or infantry. 

For four days, Lee sought a way around Pope’s northwestern flank, but Pope had matched Lee’s every maneuver. Lee knew time was short. In a cavalry raid on August 22nd, Jeb Stuart raided Pope’s headquarters at Catlett’s Station and, among other things, carried away Pope’s letter book. Lee was privy to all of Pope’s communications and knew that McClellan’s army was slowly moving from the Peninsula to join Pope. If Lee was going to remove Pope as a threat to central Virginia, he had to act quickly to break the stalemate of the past week before Pope vastly outnumbered him. 

Lee sent for Jackson on August 24th with bold action in mind. In a private meeting with Jackson, Lee proposed to split his army, sending Jackson with 24,000 men around the Union’s right and far into Pope’s rear to cut his supply line along the Orange and Alexandria Railroad. Longstreet, with the Army of Northern Virginia’s remaining 32,000 men, would remain along the river, holding Pope’s attention for a day or two, then
follow and link-up with Jackson. If the opportunity to strike Pope arose, Lee would seize it, but his principle objective was to force Pope back towards Washington.  

That Lee could hope to carry out such a plan was possible only because he had worked to improve his Army during July after the Seven Days Campaign. Although Lee gave his Army of Northern Virginia its famous name when he assumed command, it had existed in various forms for over a year. During the June battles around Richmond, Lee had been very satisfied with some of his commanders, such as Longstreet and Jackson and disappointed in others, such as McGruder and Huger. Lee also found he had poor lateral communications between divisions, as well as, poor vertical communications between himself and his division commanders. These difficulties had often frustrated his attempts to carry out coordinated army movements during the Seven Days campaigns. Lee sought to reorganize his army into a more efficient fighting force. In his view, the simpler the army's organization, the more suitable it would be for his purposes.

During the month of combat in June 1862, Lee had assessed his subordinate commanders. Immediately after the Battle of Malvern Hill, Lee placed his confidence in three men, James "Old Pete" Longstreet, T.J. "Stonewall" Jackson and J.E.B. "Jeb" Stuart. The men Lee selected were professional soldiers. Jackson and Longstreet both served in the Mexican War prior to separating from the service. Jeb Stuart, though ten years younger than his counterparts, was like Jackson and Lee, educated at West Point. These men shared mutual trust and respect. They became the backbone of the Army of Northern Virginia. To simplify the command and control of his army, Lee placed his infantry divisions into corps sized organizations under Longstreet and Jackson. Confederate law at the time did not permit the formation of corps, so Lee referred to these
two corps as Longstreet's Command and Jackson's Command. Longstreet's Command contained six divisions with 32,000 men, while Jackson's Command had three divisions with 24,000 men. Longstreet and Jackson organized their artillery differently. Longstreet formed the majority of his artillery, 10 batteries, into a corps artillery formation while Jackson massed his artillery at division level. In addition, Colonel S.D. Lee commanded a battalion of six batteries which acted as the Army of Northern Virginia's artillery reserve. [See Organizational Diagrams at Appendix B]

Lee consolidated his army's cavalry under Jeb Stuart and used it primarily for army reconnaissance, attacking enemy communications and guarding his own. Stuart reported directly to Lee. To solve his communications problems, he revitalized his courier and signal services. Lee also encouraged communications between his subordinates and between the staffs of the various command echelons of his army. In particular, Lee expected there to be routine communications between the staffs of various command echelons that did not proceed through the commanders of those echelons.

Though Lee assumed command of the Army of Northern Virginia on June 1, 1862 it was not a new army. More importantly, its senior leadership had been working together for over a year. In that year, a great deal had been learned. Men came to understand one another. During much of that year, Lee had functioned in one of several capacities that gave him oversight of military operations, first for Virginia, then later for the entire Confederacy. In this role, he had become familiar with the capabilities of the senior commanders of the Confederate army.

After the Battle of Malvern Hill at the conclusion of the Seven Days campaign, the changes Lee made to his army were more evolutionary than revolutionary. Lee
understood the need for strong horizontal and vertical communications. In picking Longstreet, Jackson and Stuart as his senior commanders, Lee selected three men who had worked with each other for over a year and who would become a closely knit team over time. By encouraging communications between staffs outside of normal command channels, Lee’s army benefited from a robust information sharing system within his army.

During his time as Military advisor to President Davis, Lee saw most reports from senior commanders and corresponded directly with a number of them. In particular, he corresponded closely and often with Jackson, during the latter’s Shenandoah Valley Campaign. Through this correspondence, Jackson had a chance to learn how Lee thought, to gain insight to the mental models that governed Lee’s approach to war. Longstreet, Stuart and others in Lee’s Army would have a similar opportunity during the crucible of successive battles around Richmond in June of 1862. During this time, Lee was constantly with his commanders. They operated as a team together, making mistakes and enjoying success, but most importantly, learning how they each operated. This shared understanding of mental models, coupled with Lee’s narrower span of control, would enable Lee and his senior commanders to rapidly and efficiently share information in the coming battle.

On August 24th, Longstreet took over Jackson’s positions near Waterloo Bridge along the Rappahannock. It was the first step of Lee’s plan to break the stalemate between the two armies. Jackson pulled his command back near Jeffersonton and prepared to march. Longstreet would hold his position along the Rappahannock and attempt to divert Pope’s attention from Jackson’s movements. Just before dawn on
August 25th, Jackson left Jeffersonton marching northwestward via Ammissville to cross a branch of the Rappahannock at Hinson’s Mill Ford. [See Battle Maps at Appendix A] Although Pope had successfully opposed Lee along the Rappahannock, he was not sure of Lee’s eventual objectives. On August 24th, he ordered Sigel to send scouts and spies to Front Royal and Thornton Gap to determine whether any Confederate forces were moving in that direction. Forces moving into the Shenandoah Valley would very likely do so by moving past either Front Royal or Thornton Gap. Perhaps, because of earlier Confederate efforts to defend the Shenandoah Valley, the Confederate breadbasket, Pope thought it likely that this was Lee’s ultimate destination.

At 8:45 A.M. on August 25th, not quite three hours after Jackson began his march, Colonel John Clark, an Aide de Camp to Major General Banks, climbed up to a signal station near Waterloo bridge. Over the next several hours, Colonel Clark sent Banks messages describing the movement of large Confederate forces across the Rappahannock. In his 8:45 A.M. report, Clark reported that the movement was on the road between Jeffersonton and Ammissville and had been underway for at least an hour and a half. By 10:30 A.M., Clark reported that the column stretched over 15 miles from Jeffersonton to Flint Hill. It consisted of infantry, artillery, cavalry, ambulances and some supply wagons. After several reports, Banks reported these movements to Pope at 11:25 A.M. Pope clearly received this report. At 12:30 P.M., he telegraphed General Halleck in Washington, reporting that a large column of infantry, cavalry, and artillery estimated at 20,000 men had left Culpepper on the road to Ammissville and Luray or Front Royal. Pope concluded his message by stating that as soon as he determined whether or not they were headed into the Shenandoah Valley he would push McDowell’s corps into their rear.
Throughout the day on the twenty-fifth, Pope's corps commanders would have their cavalry performing picket and flank guard duty. Sigel placed Colonel John Beardsley's cavalry brigade between his corps and the Rappahannock on picket duty, ordering it to Warrenton later in the day when his corps withdrew in that direction. McDowell had control of his own cavalry brigade under Brigadier General George Bayard, as well as Bank's cavalry brigade under Brigadier General John Buford. McDowell placed Bayard's forces along the Sulphur Springs road between his forces near Warrenton and the Rappahannock. Buford's forces were placed between Waterloo and Warrenton.

Late on August 25th, Pope's estimate of the situation had changed. He realized he needed more information. At 9:30 P.M., Pope sent messages to Sigel, McDowell, and Major General Jesse Reno who had just arrived with the Army of the Potomac's Ninth Corps. In his messages to Sigel and McDowell, Pope stated that he believed the whole enemy force had marched to the West and Northwestward for the Shenandoah Valley by way of Luray and Front Royal. He directed Sigel to force passage of the river at Waterloo bridge at daybreak and determine what was in front of him. McDowell was directed to do the same at Sulphur Springs and Reno to do likewise at Rappahannock Station.

On August 26th, Pope sent McDowell a message at 8:10 A.M. informing him that neither Sigel nor Reno would be able to carry out their reconnaissances south of the river. Pope reiterated his need to know what was happening south of the river. He asked McDowell to not only check the area around Sulphur Springs, but also the area around Waterloo. Pope went on to ask McDowell, if out of Bayard's, Beardsley's and Buford's cavalry brigades, some force could not be put together to watch the movements of the
Confederates towards the Army of Virginia’s right? Pope gave McDowell the authority to assume command of Sigel’s corps if necessary, telling him at the close of the message to “take charge of the front and use everybody you find there.”

More than twenty-four hours had passed since Jackson began his march. Despite an early detection of Jackson’s march, Pope had gained little information on Jackson’s route or intentions. Pope did not have direct control over his cavalry, nor did they report directly to him. His instructions to his corps commanders on the twenty-fifth did not indicate that he tasked them to do anything with the cavalry forces under their control. Thus, on August 25th, the Army of Virginia’s cavalry was pulling picket and flank guard duty along the Rappahannock River while, by Pope’s estimate, 20,000 infantry, artillery and cavalry marched north around his right flank. The cavalry picketing duty along the Rappahannock could have confirmed for Pope the proximity of large confederate forces south of the river by the presence of noise and campfires. However, none of the corps commanders passed Pope’s request for information on Lee’s army to their cavalry brigade commanders. Since there was a level of command between Pope and his cavalry, they did not know that their Army Commander needed this information. Since nothing had changed along the river from previous nights, the cavalry had nothing to report.

On the twenty-sixth, McDowell assumed command of Sigel’s corps. This two corps task force under McDowell changed the organization of Pope’s army. Though the change was intended by Pope to ensure cooperation while the corps were located some distance away from army headquarters, it may have had the opposite effect of creating confusion. This command arrangement would continue until Sigel reached the Manassas battlefield on the evening of the twenty-eighth. This inserted an extra level of command.
between Pope and one of his corps commanders. Sigel’s reports were sent through McDowell. Hierarchy can affect communications negatively by blocking, filtering or delaying information transmission between levels. It compartmentalizes information flow.

McDowell also assumed command of Bank’s cavalry brigade commanded by John Buford. Pope had given McDowell the authority to use any forces he needed with the exception of Heintzelman’s corps, in order to force the river and determine what Lee’s army was doing. Though McDowell skirmished along the river on the twenty-sixth, he never crossed it. He felt the crossings were too strongly defended. In the end, McDowell did not ask for support from Reno’s or Bank’s corps. Porter’s corps had not yet joined Pope’s army.

Pope believed that Lee’s army was destined for the Shenandoah Valley. On August 24th, he issued orders to Sigel to determine if there had been enemy movements towards the Shenandoah Valley. He did this even before he knew of a large body of Confederate troops moving past his right. Jackson’s move around Pope’s right in the general direction of the Shanandoah Valley fit Pope’s expectation of Lee’s probable course of action. His individual messages to McDowell and Sigel on the evening of the twenty-fifth indicate he believed that the large Confederate force spotted that morning was only the vanguard of Lee’s army. Pope’s assessment was partially correct. Jackson’s movement was the vanguard of Lee’s army. However, Lee was not bound for the Shanandoah Valley but for Pope’s rear. Until late on the twenty-fifth, Pope took no actions to ensure his estimate of the situation was correct.

On the morning of August 26th, Lee and Longstreet were still located south of the Rappahannock opposite Sulphur Springs and Waterloo. During the morning of the
twenty-fifth, Longstreet had massed forces opposite Waterloo as if to attack, but had not actually done so. To maintain communications with Jackson, Lee had tasked Blackhorse Troop of the 4th Virginia Cavalry to provide a courier service between his headquarters and Jackson.46 Knowing Jackson's general situation, Lee sent Jeb Stuart to join Jackson. Stuart departed with his entire command at 2 A.M. on August 26th. Late in the afternoon on the twenty-sixth, Lee and Longstreet concluded that Pope had pulled away from the river. That afternoon, Longstreet began his movement along Jackson's route. They would reunite the army somewhere beyond the Bull Run mountains.

Meanwhile, Jackson, covered on his right by Stuart's cavalry, marched eastward through Salem, White Plains, Thoroughfare Gap, Haymarket, and Gainesville arriving near sunset on August 26th at Bristoe Station. His command covered fifty-four miles in forty hours.47 At Bristoe, Jackson cut the Orange and Alexandria rail line and destroyed two trains. A third train detected the ambush, and backed rapidly away to Manassas to give the alarm of the attack at Bristoe. Shortly after 2 A.M. on August 27th, some of Stuart's cavalry, reinforced by a brigade of Infantry from Ewell's Division, seized the massive Union supply depot at Manassas.48

At 8:10 A.M. on the twenty-sixth, Pope had asked McDowell to organize a cavalry force from among the available cavalry of Beardsley's, Buford's, and Bayard's brigades to watch the movements of the Confederates towards the army's right. Pope's cavalry was suffering from heavy use during the previous month and poor forage. As a result, many cavalry troopers were no longer mounted. In order to assemble a reasonable size force, the army's cavalry assets had to be combined. At 3:30 P.M. that day, McDowell informed Pope that he had ordered Beardsley's Cavalry Brigade to report to
Buford. McDowell told Pope that Buford would march at dawn on the twenty-seventh, towards Chester Gap to determine what direction the enemy had taken on the army's right.\textsuperscript{49} It would be forty-eight hours after Jackson's march before Pope's chief means of gathering information on the enemy would venture out to see what could be found.

Pope received several reports in the course of the day on the twenty-sixth that might have caused him to reconsider his belief that Lee's army was headed for the Shenandoah Valley. Brigadier General Julius White, commanding a fort at Winchester at the North end of the Shenandoah Valley, reported that cavalry returning from Front Royal at 7 P.M. on the twenty-fifth had not seen any visible signs of the enemy in the region.\textsuperscript{50} At 9 P.M., McDowell forwarded a report from Buford. A citizen from White plains had told Buford that Confederate forces had moved through White Plains in the direction of Thoroughfare Gap. Buford stated that his scouts confirmed this report and also had found large trains moving up from Orleans to White Plains.\textsuperscript{51} At 10 P.M., McDowell forwarded a report from Sigel to Pope. Sigel's scouts reported that from daylight until 4 P.M. there had been a continuous line of troops marching eastward through White Plains.\textsuperscript{52}

Of even greater importance is a message that Sigel received from his scouts that may not have reached Pope. On the afternoon of the twenty-sixth, Sigel states that his scouts reported to him that Jackson was marching by way of Thoroughfare Gap to Manassas. It is not clear from Sigel's report if this message was forwarded to Pope.\textsuperscript{53} Pope's official report makes no mention of such a report from Sigel. The Official Records do not contain a copy of a message on this subject between Sigel or McDowell and Pope. Pope apparently did not receive Sigel's report. It is possible this message never made it past McDowell's headquarters.
By midnight on the twenty-sixth, Pope knew he had a significant force in his rear. In a message to McDowell, Pope stated that the army’s communications had been interrupted by enemy cavalry near Manassas. He asked McDowell to confirm Sigel’s report that the enemy’s rear guard was at Orleans with his main body encamped at White Plains. Pope told McDowell that he believed that the force in his rear to be 10,000 to 15,000 men in size. However, Pope admitted he did not know where they were or what they were doing, nor did he know the plans of the rest of Lee’s army. He closed by reiterating to McDowell his request for information made sixteen hours earlier. Pope still wanted to know if Lee had left the Rappahannock River. 54

Nearly two days had passed since Jackson began his march. During that time, Pope made a number of unsuccessful attempts to gain information. Information is a critical resource to a commander. Without it, his decisions will be flawed. Pope could not get the information he wanted in a timely manner. McDowell controlled all of Pope’s cavalry, but that unity of command had not yet produced any positive benefits. Buford’s and Beardsley’s Cavalry Brigade, which Pope had requested at 8:10 A.M. on the twenty-sixth, would not leave until dawn on the twenty-seventh, nearly twenty-four hours later. Small scouting parties sent in useful reports, but these reports had not yet coalesced into a distinct picture for Pope. They came from sources Pope did not know and, therefore, lacked authority. Pope would continue to fit them into his existing mental model.

On the twenty-seventh, Pope moved Sigel’s and McDowell’s corps towards Gainesville to cut off the forces in his rear which he believed to be a large scale raid. Pope believed these forces would attempt to retreat and rejoin Lee’s main army on the Western side of the Bull Run mountains. He also directed Heintzelman’s, Reno’s and Porter’s
corps to move up the Orange and Alexandria railroad in search of the enemy. In the course of this movement, Hooker’s division of Heintzelman’s corps ran into Jackson’s rear guard at Bristoe at 2 P.M. Pope would learn from this action that he had Jackson’s entire command in his rear.\textsuperscript{55}

Buford’s cavalry departed for Salem and White Plains at dawn on August 27\textsuperscript{th}. At Salem, Buford found Longstreet and engaged his columns, forcing Longstreet to deploy and halt for about an hour. Buford then withdrew northward through White Plains. At White Plains, he determined that Jackson had passed through earlier enroute to Thoroughfare Gap. Buford returned to the Warrenton area around 9 P.M. the same evening.\textsuperscript{56} McDowell’s official report mentions Buford’s action on the twenty-seventh but makes no mention of passing the information to Pope. None of McDowell’s messages to Pope on the twenty-seventh or twenty-eighth mention Buford’s actions.\textsuperscript{57} Pope’s official report makes no mention of the cavalry on the twenty-sixth or twenty-seventh except to state that the cavalry, ordered on the morning of the twenty-sixth to go through Thoroughfare Gap, had made no report.\textsuperscript{58}

While Buford’s cavalry scouted between Salem and White Plains on August 27\textsuperscript{th}, Jackson’s Command spent the day at Manassas replenishing themselves from the Union stores. Stuart’s cavalry screened Jackson’s forces, policing up Union couriers and others unfortunate enough to stumble into Jackson’s area. In addition, Stuart scouted the movements of Union formations and alerted Jackson of their approach. Lee was aware of Jackson’s situation and reported his capture of the Union supply depot to President Davis early that day via telegraph a few miles from Salem.\textsuperscript{59} Lee and Longstreet would continue
to march along Jackson’s route at a measured pace, stopping the column for the night near White Plains.

On the night of the twenty-seventh, Jackson withdrew from Manassas by multiple routes to conceal his destination. He would reunite his command on the twenty-eighth in a stand of thick woods on the old Manassas battlefield near Groveton. After Hooker’s battle in the late afternoon of the twenty-seventh, Pope determined that Jackson was at Manassas. That night, he issued orders for his army to concentrate at Manassas Junction by dawn on the twenty-eighth in order to attack Jackson at Manassas. By the time Pope’s forces arrived at Manassas, Jackson had moved to Groveton, but Pope, deceived by Jackson’s multiple march routes would believe he had gone to Centerville. Pope subsequently issued orders to his corps to mass at Centerville.

By the twenty-eighth, Jackson’s forces were arrayed along an abandoned railroad line at the base of Sudley Stone Ridge nearly parallel to the Warrenton Turnpike near Groveton. Stuart’s cavalry had captured several couriers. These couriers provided Jackson with copies of Pope’s orders to his army. During the time Jackson’s and Longstreet’s Commands were separated, Stuart was working directly for Jackson. Lee believed Jackson would need the cavalry more than he and Longstreet and committed Stuart’s entire cavalry division to Jackson until the army was reunited. Stuart understood his mission to protect Jackson from surprise and performed this mission well. Jackson knew what Pope was doing.

Pope knew that Jackson was in his rear with at least the divisions of Ewell and A.P. Hill.  However, Pope did not know Jackson’s location. Pope believed, but was not sure that the remainder of Lee’s army was somewhere near White Plains. He still believed
Jackson was attempting to retreat to join Lee’s army on the West side of the Bull Run mountains. McDowell had information Pope needed. Buford had returned to McDowell’s headquarters at 9 P.M. on August 27th to report on Longstreet’s and Jackson’s movements. McDowell apparently did not pass this report to Pope, perhaps because Buford’s report arrived at the same time as Pope’s order to march to Manassas to attack Jackson. Regardless of the specific reason for failing to forward the report which Pope had been waiting on for over thirty-six hours, Buford’s critical information was blocked at McDowell’s headquarters and would never reach Pope.

Pope’s forces found Jackson around 6 P.M. on the twenty-eighth, when Jackson attacked King’s division of McDowell’s corps as they marched in front of his position. Pope learned of this battle at 10 P.M., when a messenger from King’s division reached him.\(^61\) In a series of messages on the night of the twenty-eighth, Pope told his corps commanders that McDowell had intercepted Jackson’s retreat and directed them to concentrate near Groveton.\(^62\) Pope believed that McDowell and Sigel were west of Jackson and between him and Thoroughfare Gap. He thought Porter’s, Heintzelman’s and Reno’s corps were east of Jackson. He believed he could defeat Jackson, before Longstreet could reinforce him.\(^63\) Pope would be incorrect in each of these beliefs.

As Pope’s army maneuvered to trap Jackson first at Gainesville, then at Manassas, and finally at Centerville, Pope appears to have lost track of where his forces were positioned. On the evening of the twenty eighth, Sigel was moving towards Manassas enroute to Centerville when he received Pope’s order to move to Groveton. He was not at Gainesville as Pope thought. Sigel would end up on the morning of the twenty-ninth in the army’s center directly opposite Jackson. McDowell, with the exception of one
division was following Sigel. Porter was at Manassas. Upon receiving orders at 3 A.M. on August 29th to move to Centerville, he would elect to travel by way of Gainesville to avoid the clogged roads between Manassas and Centerville where Reno’s and Heintzelman’s corps lay. In the end, Pope would not have Jackson trapped between two large wings of his army as he believed, nor would he have isolated Jackson’s communications with Thoroughfare Gap.⁶⁴

By August 28th, Pope’s span of control had expanded to six corps. This meant he had to track and arrange the movements of six large formations on limited roads in the area. Pope had a small staff of aides to assist him, but their role was primarily to act as messengers and couriers to transmit his orders and bring him subordinates’ reports. Pope’s army staff primarily handled logistical and administrative matters. The number of corps and the distance between them prevented Pope from engaging in frequent personal communications with his corps commanders. He communicated his instructions primarily in writing or by telegraph. The lack of additional communications connections within Pope’s army, such as provided by modern operations and intelligence staffs, prevented information from reaching him quickly through multiple sources. His wide span of control may have reduced his ability to make effective decisions. Pope was restricted to a single slow, hierarchical information channel to each of his corps. This situation clouded Pope’s situational awareness. Pope would not understand the true disposition of his forces until midmorning on the twenty-ninth. By then, it was too late to carry out his original plan.

Early on the morning of August 29th, Jackson sent Jeb Stuart westward to meet Longstreet and Lee and guide them to Jackson’s Command. Stuart met Lee between Haymarket and Gainesville. He spent an hour talking with Lee, updating him on Jackson’s
situation. Stuart departed after describing the route for Lee to take and informing Longstreet of Jackson’s recommended location for Longstreet’s Command. About 10:30 A.M., the lead elements of Longstreet’s Command arrived at the Manassas battlefield and assumed their position on Jackson’s right in a thick grove of woods. Longstreet’s Command would form an angle of 160° to Jackson’s Command. Longstreet placed his artillery at the left of his line between his and Jackson’s command. Later, Colonel S.D. Lee, commander of the Army of Northern Virginia’s reserve artillery, would place his artillery battalion nearby.

Shortly after the arrival of Longstreet’s lead divisions, Stuart’s cavalry detected the approach of a major Union force while performing reconnaissance along the road from Gainesville to Manassas. This was Porter’s corps, who was under instructions from Pope to move to Centerville. Lee and Longstreet were notified immediately and soon arrived for a personal reconnaissance. Stuart’s cavalry quickly deployed two artillery pieces and fired on Porter’s lead elements. Other cavalrymen drug branches up and down the road to deceive Porter into believing a large infantry force was marching just in front of him. The ruse worked. Porter stopped. Longstreet deployed a brigade to guard his right flank against Porter’s advance. Without cavalry, Porter did little to develop the situation. He deployed skirmishers and remained immobile along the Manassas-Gainesville road the rest of the day.

Longstreet’s arrival had not gone undetected. In anticipation of Longstreet’s arrival, McDowell had sent a regiment of cavalry and Major General Ricketts’ division to block Thoroughfare Gap. Ricketts had contested Longstreet at Thoroughfare gap for four hours on the evening of August 28th before being forced to withdraw. McDowell, who on
the evening of the twenty-eighth, had gone to look for Pope, but had gotten lost, never reported this action to Pope, perhaps because the information never reached him since he was not at his headquarters that night. At 9:30 A.M. on the twenty-ninth, Buford reported to Ricketts, that forty-five minutes earlier, he had observed seventeen regiments of infantry, one battery, and five hundred cavalry at Gainesville on the Centerville road. Ricketts’ forwarded this message to McDowell at 11:30 A.M. McDowell would not forward it to Pope until 7 P.M.  

Lee’s cavalry kept a close watch on Porter throughout the day on August 29th. The threat to Lee’s right forced him to withhold Longstreet’s Command from making an attack on Pope’s forces. The twenty-ninth would pass with Pope making a series of Brigade size attacks on the left and center of Jackson’s Command, while he waited for Porter and McDowell to make a strong attack on Jackson’s right. Due to Porter’s inaction in the face of Longstreet’s troops to his front, that attack never came. Pope was unaware of Longstreet’s presence and failed to understand Porter’s inaction. That night, Pope would order Porter to move to Groveton. With this move, the threat to Lee’s right was removed.

On the twenty-ninth, both Lee’s and Pope’s cavalry picked up critical information. In Lee’s case, he was notified almost immediately and rode out to personally observe the threat. Based on his observations and after consultations with Longstreet, he decided against any attack on the Union left while Porter’s corps remained. In Pope’s case, Buford’s information would not reach him for twelve hours. When it did reach him, it was too late to take any actions to develop the information further. McDowell’s oversight in not forwarding this information promptly was a critical mistake. When McDowell
received Buford’s report he was with Porter, discussing what actions Porter should take in the face of the opposition of confederate troops to his front. Immediately after this conversation, McDowell decided to march his corps to the main battlefield at Groveton. Apparently, in the sequence of events of getting his corps on the road again he failed to forward Buford’s message. In the end, Pope would ultimately misinterpret the information and conclude that the force Buford detected represented only a small part of Longstreet’s command. Ricketts, as well as a regiment of cavalry from Bayard’s brigade, knew well that they had fought significant forces from Longstreet’s column at Thoroughfare Gap on the evening of the twenty-eighth. This piece of critical information combined with Buford’s report might have changed Pope’s mental model that Jackson was trying to retreat towards Lee, when in fact Lee had joined Jackson.

At 5 A.M. on August 30th, Pope believed that the enemy was still to his front, but badly hurt and beginning to retreat towards the mountains. Pope believed Jackson to be arrayed perpendicular to the Warrenton Turnpike. He thought any forces from Longstreet that might join Jackson would reinforce Jackson’s line. Pope had done little to gain information on the twenty-ninth. Pope’s corps commanders assigned the cavalry close in security tasks for the army’s flanks and rear. After Buford’s early morning report from Gainesville, Buford’s and Bayard’s depleted cavalry patrolled close in to the army’s left flank, while Beardsley’s forces patrolled to the army rear. Despite a full day in contact with Jackson, Pope did not understand Jackson’s dispositions accurately and had no idea that Longstreet’s entire command had joined Jackson and lay hidden at right angles to his left flank.
The morning of August 30th passed with a few brigade size fights, but no major attacks. Lee made plans to attack with Longstreet's Command if the Union forces attacked. Orders for the potential attack were issued. If the day passed quietly, Lee planned to maneuver Jackson into Pope's rear once again that night. Pope planned to attack Jackson's left with McDowell's, Porter's and Heintzelman's corps that morning. In preparation for the attack, McDowell and Heintzelman made a personal reconnaissance of Jackson's left. They did not find Jackson's troops where they had been the previous day. They concluded that Jackson was retreating, despite the earlier fights and the skirmishing at other points along the line. Pope had separately reached this same conclusion from other reports while Porter and Heintzelman were out.

Pope issued an order for a pursuit of the enemy at noon on August 30th. He assigned this mission to McDowell and gave him Porter's and Heintzelman's corps to assist in execution. Porter, who had been subordinated to McDowell, would not receive notice of this change in plans from Pope's headquarters. He continued to pursue his morning instructions to attack Jackson. In gaining ground from which to launch the attack, he became embroiled in a hot fight with Jackson's forces and S.D. Lee's artillery. McDowell's pursuit became a hasty attack. At 2:30 P.M., Porter's corps, reinforced by a division, from McDowell's corps, attacked Jackson's left.

Jackson's forces were hard pressed under the weight of the 10,000 man attack. Jackson signaled to Longstreet for reinforcements. Longstreet realized it would take too long to send Jackson infantry. He quickly repositioned a few of his artillery batteries and added their fire to the already heavy fire of S.D. Lee's battalion of six batteries and Major Schumaker's battalion of eight batteries. The effect of the massed artillery fire was
devastating. Porter’s attack crumpled and his forces began to fall back. At 4 P.M., Longstreet sensed that the decisive time had arrived. Longstreet issued the order to attack and 32,000 men surged forward into the Union left flank. Lee arrived at the same conclusion at almost the same moment. He issued the order to Longstreet to attack. By the time Lee’s courier reached Longstreet, the attack was getting underway. Two hours later, General Pope’s Army of Virginia began to retreat from the battlefield.

Conclusions

Information is a critical battlefield resource. It provides the commander leverage and options. Pope’s inability for five days to get a clear picture of what Lee was doing meant that, on the afternoon of August 30th, he was operating with deeply flawed assumptions. Pope’s experience during the Battle of Second Manassas shows organizational structure does affect information flow. Pope was definitely affected by the loss of information that was filtered, blocked or consolidated with other information as it traveled through his organizational hierarchy. His army had key information which never reached him, such as Sigel’s report on the twenty-sixth that Jackson was marching to Manassas by way of Thoroughfare Gap, or Buford’s report on the twenty-seventh of Longstreet’s movements. Hierarchy of command also imposes time penalties on information flow. Information often has time value and becomes less useful with age. Twenty four hours would pass, after Pope’s request that cavalry determine what was happening on the army’s right, before McDowell would send Buford out towards Salem and White Plains in search of the Confederate Forces. On the twenty-ninth, twelve hours
would pass before Pope received Buford’s report of a large column of infantry, artillery and cavalry passing through Gainesville.

Lee’s experience was somewhat different. The information he received provided him the options and leverage to gain a competitive advantage on the battlefield of Second Manassas. Lee’s courier service kept him apprised of Jackson’s situation while they were separated. This allowed Lee to bring Longstreet’s troops along at a slower pace which conserved their strength. During Jackson’s flank march, Lee assigned Stuart to work directly for Jackson. Through Stuart’s efforts, Jackson was aware of Pope’s plans and the movement of his forces. Ultimately, Jackson, not Pope chose the time and place to initiate the Battle of Second Manassas by attacking King’s division on the twenty-eighth. Upon reuniting with Jackson on the Manassas battlefield, Stuart once again reported directly to Lee and kept him informed. There was no intermediate level of command between them that could filter, delay or block the information flow. Lee knew quickly of Porter’s threat and reacted by standing fast until the threat passed. Stuart’s cavalry kept Lee well-informed of the major movements of Pope’s army while successfully guarding the Army of Northern Virginia’s flanks and rear.

Pope’s mental model that Jackson was retreating towards Lee on the other side of the Bull Run mountains demonstrates the influence incorrect mental models can have on decisions within an organization. Pope had received some information that contradicted this view, but it came from sources outside his command. The information that might have changed Pope’s mental model of the battlefield, such as Buford’s reports, did not reach him. Information combined with previous knowledge can produce new information and knowledge. Had Pope received Buford’s reports, he might have combined them with
previous knowledge to generate new combinations of information. Perhaps after placing this new information in the context of his experience, he might have changed his mental model of the battlefield.

Lee had better information on which to base his view of the battlefield. Lee’s subordinates had worked together and with Lee longer than the commanders in Pope’s army. As Lee received information, he was able to combine it with previous knowledge and confirm his mental model of the battlefield. Lee’s three principal subordinates understood his view — his mental model. This allowed Lee to issue purpose-oriented orders and trust his subordinates to their execution. Jackson’s mission to interdict the Orange and Alexandria railroad was open-ended, but Jackson understood Lee’s intent.

Civil War armies on both sides had very small staffs. The commander performed most operations that today would be associated with operations and intelligence staff sections. This creates a situation in which the army was operating very close to a pure hierarchy (See Figure 3, p. 10). Without operations and intelligence staffs at each level of command, all operations and intelligence information flows along the chain of command from commander to commander. This can work and apparently did so in Lee’s army. But there can also be problems. Information concerning Rickett’s battle against Longstreet at Thoroughfare Gap might have reached Pope if there had been an alternative, routine communications channel between Pope and McDowell’s headquarters. Likewise, reports such as Buford’s observation of Longstreet on the twenty-seventh at Salem, or on the twenty-ninth at Gainesville, might have been forwarded if intelligence or operations staffs existed in the form they do today. Without alternate communications channels, the army is vulnerable to information corruption, delay, and blockage as information flows along
single hierarchical channels. The lack of multiple communications channels — horizontal, hierarchical and cross-hierarchical — in an army can decrease its efficiency and effectiveness and may expose it to failure.

The Army of Northern Virginia and the Army of Virginia fought with roughly equal capabilities in technologies and weapons. Many of their senior officers were educated in the same schools and shared similar formative military experiences prior to the Civil War. Yet, Lee’s army won this battle and would win others. Was the difference between his army and Pope’s merely attributable to better generalship, better leadership or superior soldiers? Though these intangible factors may or may not have had a role, there were definite structural differences.

The structure of armies can influence the outcomes of battles. Success in battle often goes to the army that is best organized structurally to acquire and process information and then act decisively on it to gain a competitive advantage. General Lee and General Pope assumed command of their respective armies within a month of each other in the Summer of 1862. However, Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia had been together for a year and had many of its organizational issues worked out. Lee’s smaller span of control seemed to reduce friction and enabled him to make more effective decisions. In contrast, Pope’s Army of Virginia was assembled from three separate armies a month and a half before Lee moved to oppose them. As an organization, it had many issues to overcome. Pope’s span of control was twice that of Lee’s and may have led to problems in communications and complicated his decision making.

Additionally, the Union and Confederate armies organized and used their cavalry very differently. In the Army of Northern Virginia, the cavalry was consolidated into one
formation under the leadership of Jeb Stuart. During the Campaign of Second Manassas, Stuart received his missions directly from Lee, except for the period when Lee assigned him to support Jackson during his march into Pope's rear. Pope's cavalry, on the other hand, was subordinated to corps commanders. Pope had no cavalry formations that reported directly to him. Lee and Jackson both received the information they needed quickly. Pope's information was often delayed and, on occasion, blocked by the subordinate commands through which it had to travel. Thus on August 30, 1862, Lee had the information he needed to commit his army at the decisive time and place to win, while Pope pursued a flawed course of action based on incorrect information.

Had Pope's army been structured differently, the Battle of Second Manassas might have had a different outcome. Pope's army was numerically superior to Lee's. However, without timely, accurate information Pope could not make good use of this significant advantage. If Pope had taken his cavalry reorganization one step further and consolidated his cavalry in a divisional structure with a single commander who reported directly to him, he might have had a much more effective information-gathering ability. This one step might have enabled key information to reach Pope without being blocked or delayed. Pope would likely have made very different decisions, if cavalry responsible directly to him had marched within hours of his 8:10 A.M. tasking on the twenty-sixth, rather than twenty-four later on the twenty-seventh. Cavalry reporting directly to Pope would likely have informed him of Longstreet's movements on the twenty-seventh, twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth. With correct information, Pope would have been operating with a clearer picture of the battlefield and might have chosen a better course of action that could have led to victory instead of defeat.
Lee and Pope fought on a battlefield in Virginia in 1862, but that battlefield shares common traits with battlefields today. The commander of a modern military organization must understand how organizational structure affects information flow within his organization and take steps to prevent or lessen its impact. This requires more than a technological solution. Technology that moves information faster through an organization does not necessarily overcome the organizational friction created by poor structure. To survive and win on the battlefield, military organizations must very efficiently use what information they gain. To do this, they must make full use of their intellectual resources — their organizational intelligence.

Organizational Intelligence is the foundation of organizational learning, adaptation and survival. Armies are composed of thousands of highly trained, experienced soldiers. Military organizations cannot depend on the intellectual capabilities of one or a few senior leaders, but must harness the intellectual potential of the entire organization. Organizational intelligence emerges from the interconnections within the organization. Organizational intelligence enables organizations to make use of information to generate new knowledge, learn, adapt to complex environments, and ultimately survive as an organization. A modern military organizational structure must provide flexible communications with an emphasis on networked horizontal linkages both within and external to their organization. Commanders of these organizations must decentralize control and task execution to the maximum extent possible consistent with maintaining direction of purpose.

Commanders must be sensitive to the effects of hierarchical systems. Hierarchical structure allows narrower spans of control; it also leads to problems in information flow.
Commanders must identify those critical information-producing organizations or assets and insure that his organizational structure provides him with both the means to directly control their use and to receive information from them. Information provides the commander with leverage on the battlefield. It provides him options.

A commander’s ability to accomplish his mission is influenced by the structure of his organization. Structure defines the organization’s communications pathways. It determines the amount of hierarchy, the amount of sub-unit compartmentalization, and the span of control of the organization’s leaders. Structure determines an organization’s communications environment. Each of these elements affect information flow within the organization, and thus directly affects the commander’s ability to correctly visualize the decisive point on the battlefield to achieve victory.
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